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ABSTRACT
Consequential sounds are the compulsory sounds which a robot
is forced to make due to its normal operation, such as the sounds
produced by the robot’s actuators. Often these sounds are perceived
negatively by people sharing an environment with these robots,
reducing the quality of the human robot interaction. Consequential
sounds can be augmented, creating an entire robot soundscape
which is perceived pleasantly by people, thus enhancing human
perceptions of robots and their interactions with them.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Robotics; Sensors and
actuators; •Hardware→ Sound-based input / output; •Human-
centered computing → User studies; • Computing methodolo-
gies → Robotic planning.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Robots are no longer purely constrained to operating in isolated
manufacturing environments. The use of robots in workplaces, pub-
lic spaces and homes is becoming more common-place, leading
to many shared spaces with close proximity human robot inter-
actions. Research on human robot interaction (HRI) is now quite
prolific with many people finding successful ways to create positive
frequent or long-term interactions.
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Sound is extremely important to humans, with the human brain
prioritising sound inputs over visual inputs [7]. Sound helps peo-
ple establish a sense of proxemic comfort and localisation of other
agents within our environment [1, 16], for example hearing a pet
or another person’s subtle movements or breathing. Sound can also
have negative consequences if a sound is too loud or the wrong
sound is present [2, 9, 12]. Despite this importance of sound to peo-
ple, the study of non-natural-language sounds produced by robots
is comparably rare within HRI research [17], with consequential
sounds being particularly under-researched as noted in several
publications [1, 3, 4, 8, 13].

Consequential sounds are the non-intentional, compulsory sounds
that robots are forced to make whilst operating due to their actua-
tors and other equipment such as their compute infrastructure and
fans. These sounds are typically perceived negatively by most peo-
ple [4, 5, 9, 14], and thus have the potential to ruin otherwise well
intended HRI experiences. For example, the consequential sounds of
a NAO robot were shown to make it harder to communicate affect
through gestures, by leading to people perceiving more arousal en-
ergy and often interpreting the robot as being frustrated [5]. Whilst
the objective existence of consequential sounds can not be changed
without redesigning all actuators, the overall soundscape that a
robot produces could be augmented to potentially be perceived
more positively by people, and thus progress from detracting from
an interaction to enhancing HRI. The following sections briefly
cover the difficulties to consider when working with consequential
sounds, as well as research to improve robotic soundscapes, and
the potential positive impacts of making these changes.

2 PROBLEMS WITH CONSEQUENTIAL
SOUNDS

The default soundscape produced by robots contrasts between two
extremities. The first is the lack of auditory presence of the robot
(non-existent sounds) when the robot is not moving or taking any
actions. Secondly, most robots make abrupt, loud consequential
sounds when the robot begins the actuation of an arm or mobile
base. For many simpler machines, noise reduction or cancellation
techniques can be used to counter consequential sounds. Such tech-
niques are common for reducing sounds from cars [11] or within
noise cancelling headphones. However when considering sounds
for HRI, it is not this simple, and we must remember that robots
are embodied agents, sharing a real-world 3D space with people.
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Humans are familiar with sharing environments with biological
agents, and are accustomed to regular, rhythmic sounds such as
breathing or rustling sounds that other people or animals around
us make [7]. Both lack of sound (no audible sense of proxemics),
and abrupt consequential sounds are often perceived negatively,
leading to people feeling uncomfortable, distracted from a task,
or even scared of the robot. In one experiment, the conditions of
a completely silent robot, playing fake consequential sounds, or
playing masking music on-top of the fake consequential sounds
were compared, showing that the abrupt consequential sounds led
to a negative response compared to the other two conditions [16].
Some non-sound focused HRI studies even notice that participants
have negatively commented on sounds produced by robots, such
as “just how loud the motors were the first time it moved, that’s
very abrupt in a sonic way” [15].

Current research on sounds produced by robots often tests pre-
recorded footage where the consequential sounds have been com-
pletely stripped [9]. This is clearly not comparable to a real-world
situation, or even possible without redesigning all actuators to
specifically remove the noises they produce. Other research in-
volves masking consequential sounds by playing higher intensity
sound directly into participants ears through headphones [3]. It
seems unsatisfactory that we would require all humans to augment
their own hearing by wearing headphones whenever interacting
with a robot. Thus any pragmatic solution for improving conse-
quential sounds must be able to be applied by the robot itself, and
be effective with any type of actuator.

3 CHALLENGES WITH IMPROVING
CONSEQUENTIAL SOUNDS

One challenge for improving consequential sounds produced by
robots is the shear volume of different actuators and robots that this
would need to work for. Currently, sound is not often considered
during design and planning processes for actuators, so choosing
actuators for your robot that have in-built noise control, might
necessitate non-desirable compromises on other functional require-
ments. Whilst it would be possible to control for consequential
sounds in the manufacturing process for future actuators, it would
still be challenging to predict the full effects of sonic interactions
across every robot using a specific actuator across a multitude of
contexts. A post-design option using adaptive software algorithms
to augment existing consequential sounds of existing actuators and
individual robots seems more adaptable and robust.

Another challenge is with psychoacoustics and handling the sub-
jective human perceptions of sound. Human perception of sound
such as how loud or unpleasant it is, varies contextually by such
elements as; type of environment, time of day, use of space, and
the interactions between agents (both human and robot) within
that space [2, 9]. Individual people also perceive identical sounds
differently based on their personality and individual global sound
sensitivity [6, 12]. These challenges must be considered when de-
signing universal or personalised improvements to consequential
sounds.

4 AUGMENTING CONSEQUENTIAL SOUNDS
FOR POSITIVE PERCEPTION

A widely accepted psychoacoustic method for hiding any nega-
tively perceived sound is masking, with the most effective masking
sounds being broadband frequency noises [6, 10] i.e. non-pure tones
covering a wide frequency band of sounds across the entire human
audible spectrum. Specifically, pink and brown (Brownian) noise
bands with sound intensities matched to average human loudness
perceptions have been previously shown to be perceived well by
most humans [1, 10]. It is currently being investigated as to whether
this is most effective as temporal or simultaneous masking, or if
using the sound continuously to feign proxemics is most effective.

We will be testing these augmentations on a variety of phys-
ical robotic platforms, with different actuators and across each
robot’s spectrum of available movements. It is intended that these
sound augmentations will allow for a new set of native sounds for
each robot, which are perceived more positively than the default
consequential sounds. In-person HRI studies will be used to test
the effectiveness of these sound augmentations being contextually
selected by robots in real-time within realistic co-inhabited envi-
ronments. Initial experiments will be conducted in naturalistic lab
settings designed to imitate the home, workplace and public spaces.

5 POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF AUGMENTING
CONSEQUENTIAL SOUNDS

Consequential sound augmentations have the potential to be ap-
plied to any existing or yet to come robotic platform or actuators,
without having to specifically account for these sounds during
functional design phases. The positive human perceptions of these
sounds can thus be utilised to enhance any other HRI experience,
whether close interaction between a human and robot, or just co-
existing in the same physical space.

In addition, if robots are able to control their sounds produced
contextually, there is potential to contextually enhance environ-
ments beyond improving consequential sounds. For example, devel-
oped algorithms could be extended to include sounds to personalise
interactions, improve mood or concentration, target an individual’s
health conditions or positively augment consequential sounds of
other machines within the shared environment.

6 CONCLUSION
Consequential sounds produced by normal robot operations are
often perceived negatively by people. As sound is so important
to people, any negative perceptions could completely ruin other-
wise well designed HRI experiences. There are many difficulties
and challenges to consider when controlling consequential sounds.
We are researching methods which will allow robots to augment
their own consequential sounds, such that they are perceived posi-
tively by most people across different contexts. The outcomes of
this research could then be applied to different robotic platforms
to generally enhance HRI experiences, by providing a pleasantly
perceived augmented robotic soundscape.
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